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As the name suggests, reverse osmosis is the opposite phenomenon of osmosis. Osmosis describes 
the spontaneous flow of water from a dilute solution to a more concentrated solution, when 
separated from each other by a suitable membrane. These membranes allow the free passage of 
water but not of dissolved substances and van’t Hoff suggested the adjective ‘semi-permeable’ to 
describe this property. During osmosis, when water moves away from low concentration areas, it 
causes these areas to become more concentrated. On the other side, when water moves into areas 
of high concentration, solute concentration in these areas decreases. The tendency for water to 
flow through the membrane can be expressed as ‘osmotic pressure’, since it is similar to water flow 
caused by a pressure differential.  
Calculation of Osmotic Pressure 
Osmotic pressure of a solution is related to its dissolved solute concentration and is calculated 
from van’t Hoff equation as mentioned below. 
                                                        π = iMR                                                                                            (1) 
Where π is the osmotic pressure (kPa) of the solution, R is universal gas constant, T is absolute 
temperature (K), M is the molarity of the dissolved salts in the solution and i  is the van’t Hoff 
factor. The van’t Hoff factor is introduced to cover deviations from ideal solution behaviour that 
include finite volume occupied by solute molecules and their mutual attraction as in van der Waals 
attraction. Equation (1) is sometimes known as Morse’s equation as it was proposed empirically by 
H N Morse as a modification of van’t Hoff equation. It allows calculation of osmotic pressures of salt 
solutions. The van’t Hoff factor (i) for sodium chloride salt is two. Inserting the other values in (1) 
gives us the osmotic pressure of sodium chloride solutions of varying concentrations as illustrated 
in Table 1.  

Table 1. Osmotic Pressures of sodium chloride solutions 
Solution Concentrations (NaCl) Osmotic Pressure* (kPa) 
0.05 M         248 
0.1 M         496 
0.4 M       1983 
1.0 M       5959 
4.0 M     19835 
*From equation (1) at 25ºC 

 
Development of Osmotic Pressure Differentials 
Figure 1 illustrates the development of osmotic pressure differential across a semi-permeable 
membrane. Here dilute salt solution with an osmotic pressure of π1 is in contact with concentrated 
salt solution of osmotic pressure π2 through a semi-permeable membrane, which allows water 
molecules but not the dissolved salt molecules to flow through. 
This induces an osmotic pressure difference (∆π = π2 – π1) between the two chambers. The osmotic 
pressure difference between the two chambers id dissipated by the flow of water (termed osmotic 
flow) from the dilute side to the concentrated solution chamber till the dissolved salt concentration 
in both chambers becomes equal.  The ability of semi-permeable membrane to allow only passage 
of water and not dissolved salt molecules is defined by the term osmotic efficiency, ω = 0, then the 
membrane does not interfere with the movement of dissolved salts molecules at all. In this case 
there is no osmotic flow. If ω = 1 then the semi-permeable membrane is perfect and dissolved salts 
cannot flow of solute down its chemical potential gradient. 
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Referring to figure 1, assume that the concentrated salt solution chamber contains seawater having 
salinity of 35,000ppm (mg/l) and the dilute solution chamber contains distilled water. to simplify 
calculations, it is assumed that the seawater is essentially composed of sodium chloride salt. The 
dissolved sodium chloride concentration of 35,000mg/l represents a molar concentration of 0.6 M 
and such a salt solution is characterized by osmotic pressure of approximately 2975 kPa according 
to equation (1). Since distilled water has osmotic pressure zero (as dissolves salt concentration = 
0), it means that an osmotic pressure differential of 2975 kPa is generated when 35,000mg/l salt 
water is separated from distilled water by a perfect (ω = 1) semi-permeable membrane. 

 
Figure 1: Development of an osmotic pressure gradient across a semi-permeable  membrane; ho is 
the pressure differential generated between two chambers because of chemical concentration 
gradients. 
 
How Reverse Osmosis Works 
Instead of water flowing from distilled water chamber to concentrated salt solution chamber, if 
water is forced from a region of higher salt concentration (concentrated salt solution chamber) 
through a semi-permeable membrane to a region of low solute concentration (dilute solution 
chamber) by applying a pressure in excess of the osmotic pressure differential, the process is 
reverse of the normal osmosis process and therefore termed as reverse osmosis. The membranes 
used for reverse osmosis have a dense barrier layer in the polymer matrix where most separation 
occurs. In most cases the membrane is designed to allow only water to pass through this dense 
layer while preventing the passage of solutes (such as salt ions). This process requires that a high 
pressure be applied on the high concentration side of the membrane, usually 2-17 bar for fresh and 
brackish water, and 40-70 bar for seawater, which has around 30 bar natural osmotic pressure 
which must be overcome. 
Some applications of Reverse Osmosis 
As may be evident by now, the reverse osmosis process is best known for its use in desalination 
(removing the salt from seawater to get safe water), but also to get purified naturally occurring 
water for medical, industrial processes and other rinsing applications. In the production of bottled 
packaged drinking water, the water passes through a reverse osmosis    water processor to remove 
contaminants and microorganisms. Rainwater collected from sewer drains is purified with reverse 
osmosis processors and used as tap water in Los Angeles and other cities, in case of water 
scarcities. In industry, reverse osmosis is used to remove minerals from boiler water. It also finds 
application in cleaning effluent and brackish groundwater. 
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